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Abstract. In medical practice, there is no appropriate widely-used application of a system based on
fuzzy logic for identifying the lower limb movement type or type of walking. The object of our study
was to determine characteristics of the cyclogram to identify the gait behavior by using a fuzzy logic
system. The set of data for setting and testing the fuzzy logic system was measured on 10 volunteers
recruited from healthy students of the Czech Technical University in Prague. The human walking
speed was defined by the treadmill speed, and the inclination angle of the surface was defined by the
treadmill and terrain slope. The input to the fuzzy expert system is based on the following variables:
the area and the inclination angle of the cyclogram. The output variables from the fuzzy expert system
are: the inclination angle of the surface, and the walking speed. We also tested the method with input
based on the angle of inclination of the surface and the walking speed, and with the output based on
the area and the inclination angle of the cyclogram. We found that identifying the type of terrain
and walking speed on the basis of an evaluation of the cyclogram could be sufficiently accurate and
suitable if we need to know the approximate type of walking and the approximate inclination angle of
the surface. According to the method described here, the cyclograms could provide information about
human walking, and we can infer the walking speed and the angle of inclination of the terrain.
Keywords: type of terrain, walking speed, inclination angle, fuzzy logic, cyclogram.

1. Introduction
In medical practice, there is no widely-used application of a system based on fuzzy logic for identifying
lower limb movement type or type of walking. Several
methods can be used in medical practice and in physiotherapeutic research for identifying gait behavior.
The most widely-used method for studying gait behavior in clinical practice is gait phase analysis by gait
time phase cycles [1–3]. Time and phase diagrams
of gait behavior have been used to analyze gait with
the application of artificial intelligence methods [4–7],
but the findings have not subsequently been applied
in medical practice. Intensive research is now being
done on predicting leg movements by artificial intelligence (AI) and EMG signal measurements [8–10].
Fuzzy logic as a part of AI has only been tested in
gait recognition systems or bipedal robotics control
systems [11, 12], but has never been tested to identify
the type of gait by using information about the joint
angles.
For a study of gait, we have used methods based on
an analysis of gait angles using cyclograms (also called
angle-angle diagrams or cyclokinograms) and artificial
intelligence [13] to identify gait behavior. The first
mention of the cyclogram [14] argued that a cyclic
process such as walking is better understood if studied with a cyclic plot, e.g. an angle-angle diagram.
Depending on the cyclicity of the gait, cyclograms
are closed trajectories generated by simultaneously
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plotting two (or more) joint quantities. In gait studies, most attention has traditionally been given to
easily identifiable planar knee-hip cyclograms [14, 15].
Applications of cyclograms in conjunction with fuzzy
logic can offer a wide range of medical applications,
but this approach has not yet been studied or applied
in practice. Our paper investigates the application of
the fuzzy rule based expert system (FRBES) to the
identification of human gait behavior.

2. Data acquisition
The main object of our study was to identify the
characteristics of the cyclogram to identify the gait
behavior (i.e. type of terrain and walking speed) by
using a fuzzy logic system. The set of data for setting
and testing the fuzzy logic system was measured on
10 volunteers recruited from healthy students of the
Czech Technical University in Prague. The subjects
were asked to walk properly on a treadmill at a variable
walking speed and inclination angle of the surface. The
human walking speed was defined by the treadmill
speed, and the angle of inclination of the surface was
defined by the treadmill and terrain slope.
We used the very accurate Lukotronic AS200 motion capture system to record data about the position
of the markers i.e. body segment movement in a threedimensional space [15]. One camera system mounted
in front of or behind the subject moving on the treadmill recorded the 3D motion of the lower limbs [13].
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Figure 2. Example of the knee-hip cyclogram.
Figure 1. Example of the arrangement of IR markers
and angles measured during the trial [13, 15].

Markers were placed in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations for gait analysis by GaitLab
software. The recommended marker set model is similar to the set defined by the Helen Hayes Hospital
model [16] for Vicon Clinical Manager and the sagittal
plane, Figure 1, [13, 15].
Using this method, we can record the movement in
a three-dimensional space, though we primarily study
the movement in a two-dimensional sagittal plane
[13, 15]. The markers, i.e. the points, move in space
together with the body segments, and the individual
segments of the body move by the translational and
angular movement per unit time. The angles between
each two segments are calculated by assuming the
segments to be idealized rigid bodies, Figure 1.

3. Gait characteristics
To create and study angle-angle diagrams, we use
the basic kinematics 7-segment model of the human
body created in MatLab (MathWorks, Inc.) Simulink,
i.e. SimMechanic software. Our model consists of a
torso, thighs, shins and feet. The model does not
include the arms and head. We obtained graphs of
the changes of angles (during the time of the trial) in
all joints of the lower part of the human body and
the sagittal plane. This was important for subsequent
computation of the angle-angle diagram curves [13, 15].
The cyclogram (Figure 2) shows that the swing phase
typically starts at a thigh extension angle of 0° and
knee flexion of about 80 % of the maximum. The
measured subject weighed 75 kilograms and was 23
years old. For each measured subject and a specific
velocity, a closed cyclogram trajectory was created by
the average values of the measured angles.
In the next step of the study, we used the cyclograms to identify the gait behavior for different speeds
and surface inclination angles. In our previous work
[13, 15], we used a method based on principal component analysis (PCA) to describe the shape of the area

enclosed by the trajectory of a cyclogram, but this
method is less suitable for non-normal data distribution, if it occurs. For this reason, we have to describe
the 2D shape of the area of a cyclogram by other
variables used to describe the two-dimensional plane
shape [15]. We decided to use the second moment of
the area to describe the two-dimensional plane shape
of the cyclogram. The reason for using the second
moment is that we can very easily describe the distribution of the circumscribed area of an angle-angle
diagram, and we can determine the inclination angle
θ of a diagram. The value of angle θ, which is given a
product moment of zero, is equal to, [15]:
tan 2θ =

2Ixy
,
Ixx − Iyy

where Ixx is the second moment of the area about the
x-axis, Iyy is the second moment of the area about
the y-axis, and Ixy is the product moment of the area
[17, 18], θ is the inclination angle between the axes of
the original coordinate system of the diagram and the
principal axes of the area of a closed trajectory of the
diagram curve. If the area A enclosed by the trajectory
of the cyclogram of the gait cycle is defined, then all
the stereotypes of walking can be characterized by the
cyclogram area and the inclination of the cyclogram.
Theoretically, we can also use the characteristics of
the ellipse of inertia, the polar moment, the center of
the area, the maximum and minimum second moment
of the area etc, to describe the gait behavior.

4. Fuzzy rule based expert system
We can use fuzzy sets to evaluate the angle-angle diagrams (cyclograms). The most important part of
our work is to design methods for potential practical
application of the cyclograms in order to identify gait
behavior. We used the cyclograms as models/patterns
for setting the fuzzy expert system. After setting the
fuzzy system, we used them to identify human gait
behavior. For this purpose, we used the artificial intelligence methods which are implemented in MatLab
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Figure 3. Two basic ideas behind a fuzzy system are to interpret an input and, on the basis of sets of if-then rules,
to infer an output, [12].

Input variables
Area of cyclogram (A)
small
medium
large

(S)
(M)
(L)

Output variables

Inclination angle
of cyclogram (θ)
small negative
small positive
medium positive
large positive

(SN)
(SP)
(MP)
(LP)

Walking speed (v)
slow
comfortable
fast

(S)
(C)
(F)

Inclination angle
of the surface (ε)
small
medium
large (stairs)

(S)
(M)
(L)

Table 1. Fuzzy sets of variables and linguistic expressions based on the area and the inclination angle of the
cyclogram.

toolboxes [19, 20]. The use of fuzzy logic enables us to
overcome the problems encountered when using “hard”
computing techniques [12, 21]. With fuzzy logic, we
are able to use natural language and words, instead
of equations and numbers. Reasoning in natural language and words enables us to translate experimental
findings and knowledge into fuzzy if-then rules. The
basic idea behind a fuzzy expert system is to interpret
an input and, on the basis of sets of if-then rules, to
infer an output. Developing fuzzy if-then rules is a
relatively easy process. The transition from “belonging to a set” to “not-belonging to a set” is gradual,
and is characterized by a membership function that
gives fuzzy sets flexibility in modeling commonly used
linguistic expressions [12, 15]. A fuzzy if-then rule
assumes the form: if x is A then y is B, where A and
B are linguistic variables defined by fuzzy sets on universes of discourse X and Y , respectively (Figure 3).
The fuzzy rules could employ the relationship between
input variables and output variables in a meaningful
and explicit manner, [12].
Our fuzzy if-then rules are derived from experimental findings and knowledge indicating relations
between characteristics of the cyclogram and the type
of terrain and walking speed. Gait behavior can be
described by a number of characteristics. We choose
the inclination angle of the surface (ε) or the type
of terrain and walking speed (v). In the model of
cyclograms, sets of variables are distinguished. In our
case, the first variable that is used is the area (A) of
the cyclogram, and the second used variable is the
inclination angle (θ) of the cyclogram. We can also
use the following variables: the second moment of
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the area about the x-axis and the y-axis, the product
moment of the area, the polar moment of inertia, etc.
The first fuzzy expert system used and designed to
identify human gait behavior is based on two input
variables: area and inclination angle, Table 1. The
output variables from the fuzzy expert system are:
the inclination angle of the surface, and the walking
speed, see Table 1.
The proposed model is based on identifying the type
of terrain and the walking speed. The fuzzy expert
system interprets an input and, on the basis of sets
of if-then rules, infers an output, see Figure 3. We
use the fuzzy expert system to identify the type of
terrain and the walking speed, but we can also use the
opposite way. If we know the desired type of terrain
and walking speed, we can identify characteristics of
the cyclogram, and thus the joint angles, see Figure 3B.
In the next part of this paper, we will deal with the
first way, see Figure 3A. The Mamdani fuzzy model
was used and the rules are in the form:
IF area (A) is . . . AND inclination angle of diagram
(θ) is . . . THEN walking speed (v) is . . . AND
inclination angle of the surface (ε) is . . .
We also defined the membership functions to which
the inputs belong in each of the appropriate fuzzy
antecedent sets (see Table 2 for a description of the
membership functions). The output variables are
represented by consequent fuzzy sets. We determined
the membership functions to which the outputs belong
in each of the appropriate fuzzy consequent sets (see
Table 2).
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Fuzzy
variable

Fuzzy
set

a

b

c

A (deg2 )

S

600

600

1550

M

600

1550

2000

L

1550

2000

3150

3150

SN

−40

−40

−5

10

SP

−5

10

25

MP

10

25

40

LP

25

40

40

S

0

0

5

C

0

5

12

F

5

12

12

S

0

0

15

M

0

15

30

v (km/h)

L

15

30

30

ε (deg)

θ (deg)

v (km/h)

ε (deg)

d

Table 2. Parameters for defining the triangular (a,
b and c) and trapezoidal (a, b, c and d) membership
function for fuzzy sets.

We described all rules by matrices of rules, see Table 3. The matrices of variables are derived from
experimental findings and knowledge indicating relations between type of terrain and walking speed
and characteristics of the cyclogram. Fuzzy rules define the gait characteristics by combinations of input
variables. For example, IF area (A) is small AND
inclination angle (θ) is small positive THEN walking
speed (v) is small AND the inclination angle of the
surface (ε) is small.
Our method for identifying gait characteristics is
based on the premise of the proposal of the fuzzy
expert system. We used the Fuzzy Toolbox and the
Mamdani Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) in MatLab to
create the fuzzy expert system. Mamdani FIS is the
most known and the most used system in developing
fuzzy models. We assume that the fuzzy system created by information on the state of the terrain, the
walking speed and the characteristics of the closed
trajectories of the cyclogram is sufficient to identify
the gait characteristics.

5. Results
We assume that the type of terrain and the walking
speed strongly affect the characteristics of the cyclogram. The human walking speed was defined by the
treadmill speed (3 km/h and 6 km/h), and the angle
of inclination of the surface (0° and 16°) was defined
by the treadmill and the terrain slope. This data was
used to set the FRBES, but also can be used to verify
the functionality of the proposed expert system by simulation. The FRBES had to be tested to see if it was
working properly. In order to do this, the known data

A

A

θ

S M L

θ

S M L

SN
SP
MP
LP

L
S S M
M
M M

SN
SP
CP
LP

S
S C F
F
S C

Table 3. Matrix of output variables. Left: inclination
of the surface (ε). Right: walking speed (v).

FRBES Input:
characteristics of the cyclogram
A (deg2 )

770

938

986

1340

θ (deg)

11

42

13

40

FRBES Output: gait behavior
3.6

4.1

4.9

5.6

5

15

5

15

Real gait behavior
v (km/h)
ε (deg)

3.0

3.0

6.0

6.0

0

16

0

16

Differences in preficted values
from the expected
∆v (km/h)
∆ε (deg)

0.6

1.1

1.1

0.4

5

1

5

1

Table 4. Example of tested values of the characteristics of cyclograms and the type of terrain and walking
speed predicted by the fuzzy expert system.

was inputted to see if the system was able to recognize
the right type of terrain and walking speed. Based on
the input variables (A and θ), the fuzzy expert system
selects two outputs. These responses are represented
by two variables (v and ε), Table 4. The simulation
was done in Matlab (Mathworks). The inferred data
(Table 4) shows that the use of the described variables
and fuzzy logic successfully enables us to determine
the approximate expected values of the type of terrain and walking speed from the characteristics of the
cyclogram. The slight variability in the estimation
of the type of terrain and walking speed could be
negligible, because there are small variations even in
human walking. The small differences (Table 4) in
the inferred characteristics are comparable with those
seen during measured natural human walking.
We found that inference based on an evaluation
of the cyclogram could be sufficiently accurate and
suitable if we need to know the approximate type
of walking and the approximate inclination angle of
the surface. According to the method described here,
cyclograms could provide information about human
walking, and we can infer the type of terrain and
walking speed.
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6. Discussion
We chose measured and calculated values of the joint
angles as an approach for creating the cyclograms.
Walking is described by the cyclogram, and the cyclogram is used to identify the type of terrain and the
walking speed. For setting the fuzzy sets, we used the
shape of the closed trajectory of the cyclogram that
represents a set of states of a man walking.
Cyclograms in conjunction with artificial intelligence are broadly applicable in medicine. We have
presented a method for describing the motion of the
lower extremities, and these characteristics can be
used for evaluating human gait in physiotherapeutic
practice, based on a study of angle-angle diagrams. In
our study, we have used an artificial fuzzy logic system
based on expert knowledge. The new methods based
on soft computing (i.e. fuzzy logic, neural networks
and genetic algorithms) can be applied in clinical practice for studies of disorders or characteristics in the
motion function of the human body, and the method
can be used in advanced control systems for controlled
prostheses of the lower extremities [22]. In the past,
it was almost impossible to use complex algorithms
based on AI in the slow control systems of a controlled
prosthesis, but today we can consider applying the
methods described here in the algorithms for new
prosthetic control systems [23, 24]. The fuzzy expert
system can also be modified to take into account other
appropriate parameters, for example angular velocity or acceleration. The fuzzy logic expert system,
however, puts great demands on expert knowledge
or computer automatic determination of fuzzy rules
and membership functions based on a large number
of experimentally measured data items.
The proposed methods based on a fuzzy expert
system can also be used in algorithms for a driven
robotic gait orthosis for the purposes of locomotion
therapy, [25, 26]. This work has not attempted to
describe all potential ways of applying cyclograms in
conjunction with fuzzy logic. We have shown new
methods that have subsequently been proved by a
simulation in MATLAB software. These methods
based on cyclograms and fuzzy logic could be suitable
for a broad range of applications.
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